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Name of manager or representative of agricultural / forestry management entity

Address Telephone Number

Name of  
Municipality

[1] Overview of Management Entity

1. Is the farm or forest managed by a family?  Draw 
a circle in the box corresponding to the best 
answer.  

4. Is management performed by a company or other 
corporate institution?  Draw a circle in the box 
corresponding to the best answer.

2. Are livestock deposit operations being managed 
through the cultivation of pastures? Draw a circle 
in the box corresponding to the best answer.

3. Are pastures jointly cultivated, cut and used for 
grazing?  Draw a circle in the box corresponding 
to the best answer.

5. Are capital or investment funds for agricultural 
management provided by a business in an 
industry other than agriculture (excluding 
agricultural cooperatives and municipalities)? 
Draw a circle in the box corresponding to the 
best answer.

101

Managed by a family 1

Not managed by a family 2

102

Not an incorporation 01

In
co

rp
o

ra
tio

n

Agricultural producers’ cooperative 
corporation

02

C
om

p
an

y

Incorporated company 03

Unlimited and limited partnerships 04

Limited liability company 05

Mutual company 06

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n Agricultural cooperative 07

Forestry association 08

Other organization 09

Other corporations 10

Local governments / property wards 11

724

Being managed 1

Not being managed 2

725

Yes 1

No 2

Not provided 121 1

Provided

Construction / transport industries 122 1

Food product production / eating 
& drinking service industries 

123 1

Food & drink wholesalers / 
retailers

124 1

Others 125 1

Note: Select "Managed by a family" even if the farm 
or forest is managed by a family consisting of 
one person, or if only one person in a family is 
responsible for the management. 

Note: This refers to cases in which deposit fees 
are accepted to let horses and cows graze on a 
pasture either all year, or just in the summer with 
management generally handled by local public 
organizations, agricultural cooperatives and others. 

Note: Answer "Yes" when a community or several farm 
houses jointly cultivate, cut and use the pastures 
for grazing without dividing up the land for each 
household. 

Note: Special limited liability companies are included in 
the category "incorporated company". 

The following question is only for those who 
answered "Managed by a family" in Question [1] 1.

The following question is only for those who 
selected an answer between [02] and [06] in 

Question [1] 4.



4. Household Income
(1)  Are there members of the household who over 

the past year were engaged in work other than 
own farming? Circle number corresponding to 
the best answer.

[1] Households
1. How many members are in your household?

(2) is the main household income from own farming 
or work other than own farming? Circle number 
corresponding to the best answer.

5. Is there a successor (15 years old or older) 
currently living apart from the household? 
Circle number corresponding to the best 
answer (including expected successors). 

109

Yes 1

No 2

110

Own farming 1

Other than own farming 2

111

Yes 1

No 2

The following question is only for those 
households without a successor (those not 

circling 2 for questions (8) and (9).)

This page is to be filled out only by those who answered "1. Family Management" for Question [1].

Note: A "successor" is a person who will continue the 
household's farm management for the next generation.

Male Female

No. of household 
members

103 104

Male Female

Members younger 
than 14

103 104

2. How many members of your household are younger than 
14 (born after February 1, 1995)?

3. Answer the following questions about household members 15 and older (born before January 31, 1995).

⑤

⑥

⑦

①

⑨

⑧

④ 　　

③

②

Head of 
household

Household 
member

1

Household 
member

2

Household 
member

3

Household 
member

4

Household 
member

5

Household 
member

6

Household 
member

7

Relationship to head of household

Age (as of February 1)

Not engaged in farming

1 to 29 days

30 to 59 days

60 to 99 days

100 to 149 days

150 to 199 days

200 to 249 days

More than 250 days

House work / child rearing

Student (including trainee)

Other than the above
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Gender

Farm / forestry 
manager and 

successor

When one household 
conducts multiple 

management 
operations

More days were 
spent for which of 
these two options?

Age

Male

Female

Own farming

Manager

Manager

Successor

Successor

Mostly own farming

Mostly other work

Mostly own business 
other than farming

Other than own 
farming

Relationship 
No.

01 Head of 
household

02
Head of 

household's 
spouse

03 Child (15 or 
older)

04 Child's 
spouse

05
Head of 

household's 
parents

06

Head of 
household's 

spouse's 
parents

07 Sibling

08 Grand-
parent

09 Grand child 
(15 or older)

10
Grand-
child's 
souse

11 Other



Notice

No. of 
Employees

people

Total No. of Days 
Worked

Male 323 324

Female 325 326

No. of 
Employees

people

Total No. of Days 
Worked

Male 323 324

Female 325 326

Male Female

1 to 29 days 303 304

30 to 59 days 305 306

60 to 99 days 307 308

100 to 149 days 309 310

150 to 199 days 311 312

200 to 249 days 313 314

250 or more days 315 316

Total

3. For household members, farm managers, 
officers and members, write the number of 
workers for each option regarding the number 
of days engaged in farming over the past year.

The following is to be filled out only in cases of 
incorporated organization such as a company or 

a voluntary organization or a single household 
engaged in multiple operations

● For "(5) Number of days engaged in own farming" 
draw a circle around the answer best representing 
the number of days in which members of the  
household 15 and over engaged in eight hours of 
farm work. (This includes helpers engaged in farm
work, as well as entrusted farm operations.) 

Example: 
Hours engaged in own farming over the past year:

•  No such parties → Not engaged in own farming

•  Worked less than 8 hours (1 hour to 8 hours) → 1 
day

•  Work 4 hours a day for 100 days → 50 days
  (A person who works 4 hours a day will complete 

a full day's work over 2 days, thus half of 100 
days is 50 days.)

Note:   For other questions regarding the number of 
days engaged in work ([3] and [12]), answer 
using the calculation of 1 day equals 8 hours of 
work.

● For "(6) Which of the following involved more days 
of work": 

•  Among the two options "own farming" and "other
than own farming" draw a circle around the one 
involving the larger number of days worked for 
the purpose of earning income. 

•  Even for those in "(7) Main Lifestyle Conditions
over Past Year" falling under categories such as 
"housework / child rearing", "student (including 
trainee)" and "other", draw a circle around the 
answer best representing the number of days in 
which they were engaged in work, either helping 
out with own farming or a part-time job other 
than own farming.  

•  If the number of days are the same, circle the  
option where the greater income was earned.

● Draw a circle around the option best describing "(7) 
Main Lifestyle Conditions over Past Year". 

•  Members who mainly work

Mainly works managing farming operations → 
"Mainly works at own farming"

Mainly works for a company → "Mainly works  
at other employment"

Mainly works at a store or other family 
business other than farming → "Mainly works   
at family business other than farming"

•  Does house work and raises children → "House
work / child rearing"

•  Students and trainees → "Student (includes
trainees)"

•  Elderly and sick people who usually do not  
engage in work → "Others"

[3] Farm Workforce

1. Write the total number of permanently hired 
worker on farm management over the past year 
(employees with a contract in advance to work 
at least seven months during the year) and the 
number of engaged in farming. 

2. Write the total number of temporary hired worker 
on farm management over the past year such as 
day- and seasonal-laborers (including helpers) 
and the number of days engaged in farming.

Note: In addition to farm trainees and mutual help among farm 
households (labor exchanges), this also includes children 
living away from the farm household and other such help.

Note: "Farm manager" is the person in charge of overseeing 
farm operations. "Of�cer" is a person serving as an of�cer for 
a company, agricultural producer’s cooperative corporation 
or similar organization. "Member" refers to a member of a 
rural community or similar body. 



(ha) a

Owned Paddy Fields 202

Lent to others 203

Abandoned 204

Rented from others 205

Cultivated paddy �elds under 
management

（202－ 203－ 204＋ 205）
①

(ha) a

Owned Upland Fields 218

 Lent to others 219

Abandoned 220

Rented from others 221

Cultivated upland �elds under 
management

（218－ 219－ 220＋ 221）
③

(ha) a

Owned Land under Permanent 
Crops

212

Lent to others 213

Abandoned 214

Rented from others 215

Land under permanent crops 
fall into cultivated land under 

management
（212－ 213－ 214＋ 215）

②

(ha) a

Paddy �elds growing rice 208

Growing secondary crops 209

Growing only crops other than 
rice

210

Not growing anything  
(idled paddy �elds)

211

(ha) a

Ordinary crops 208

Only feed crops 209

Temporary meadow 210

Nothing being grown 211

[4] Land

1. Please fill in the following section regarding the 
area of paddy fields. 

3. Please fill in the following section regarding the 
area of upland fields (including fields exclusively 
for grazing, excluding land under permanent 
crops).

2. Please fill in the following section regarding the 
area of land under permanent crops.

What types of crops were grown on your 
cultivated paddy fields under management over the 
past year? Write the land areas corresponding to 
the items in the table below. 

What types of crops were grown on your upland 
fields under management over the past year? Write 
the land areas corresponding to the items in the 
table below. 

Note: "Paddy �elds growing rice" includes paddy �elds for growing 
rice as animal feed (in the case of harvesting hulled rice (grains)), 
but does not include paddy �elds for pasture grass rice.
 "Growing secondary crops" refers to paddy �elds used for 
double-cropping (growing two crops a year)

Note: "Ordinary crops" does not include �elds growing only feed 
crops and temporary meadow. "Only for feed crops" includes 
upland �elds producing grass (but does not include �elds 
producing only grass). Temporary meadow includes grassland 
created through the grassland construction.  

Please read the Notice on page 5 before completing 
this section. 

(The total for items 208, 210 and 211 should be equivalent to 
Cultivated Paddy Fields under Management (1).

(The total for items 224~227 should be equivalent to 
Cultivated Upland Fields under Management (3).



(ha) a

Owned Forest Land 902

Forest land lent to others 903

Forest land rented from others 904

Possessed forest land  
(902 – 903 + 904)

(ha) a

Area of utilized land other than 
cultivated land

234

(ha) a

Green house and grass house 
area

251

(ha) a

1 0 0 0

No. 
owned

Rice planting machine 271

Tractor 272

Combine 273

[5] Farm Machinery

4. Please fill in the following section regarding the 
area of forest land.

5. Write the area of land other than cultivated land, 
such as forestry and wilderness, used over the 
past year as wild grassland for mowing and 
grazing.

6. What was the area of green houses and grass 
houses used over the past year for horticulture 
facility?

Notice

-

-

 

• Include land located in other municipalities.

• Write the land classification and area matching the 
current conditions as opposed to the classification 
and area originally recorded in the land ledger.

• Include dykes in land area.

• Any land that has been abandoned and is currently 
not being used as farm land is excluded from the 
categories of "owned rice paddies, land under 
permanent crops and upland fields".

• The category of "paddy field, land under permanent 
crops and upland fields lent to others" includes both 
cultivated land provided to others for rental fess and 
for free.

• The category of "paddy field, land under permanent 
crops and upland fields rented from others" includes 
both cultivated land borrowed from others for rental 
fess and for free.

• "Abandoned land" refers to previously cultivated land 
that has not been used for more than a year (fertility 
management) and for which there are no plans to 
resume use within a few years.

• Land that has already reverted to wilderness is not 
included in the category of "abandoned cultivated 
land".

• Recording Land Area Examples

 - Facilities with an area of 10 ares

Write the amounts of the following farm 
machinery that you own (including machinery used 
by multiple households that you are storing).   

Note:  The category of "Forest land lent to others" includes profit-
sharing forest land you own that is lent to others. The category 
of "Forest land rented from others" includes profit sharing forest 
land you rent from another party.  

Note: Green houses / grass houses refers to facilities where farm 
operations are possible under normal conditions.
This does not include facilities exclusively for growing rice saplings 
or cultivating mushrooms.

Note: When machinery is shared by many households, the 
household where the machinery is stored shall be seen as the 
representative owner.  



The following section is only to be filled out 
by those who answered that they are planting 

(cultivating) industrial crops, vegetables, flowers 
or fruits to be sold in Question [6] 1 and 2.

[6] Production of Agricultural Product

1. Write the total areas used over the past year for 
the planting (cultivation) the following crops to 
be sold (do not include dykes).

3. Draw a circle in boxes corresponding to all items 
being planted (cultivated) to be sold. 

(1) Industrial crops

2. Write the total cultivated area for cultivating 
fruits to be sold (including immature orchards).

When writing the land area, write "1" for cases where 
the area is less than 1 a (ares) or 1 m2. 

(ha) a

R
ic

e,
 G

ra
in

s 
an

d
 C
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ls

Paddy rice 402

Upland rice 403

Wheat 405

 Barley, rye 406

Buckwheat 407

Other cereals 408

P
ot

at
o

es

Potato for raw materials 410

Edible potatoes 411

Sweet potato 412

P
ul

se
s

Soybeans 414

Adzuki beans 415

Other pulses 416

 Industrial crops 417

Note: "Industrial crops" refers to sugarcane, tobacco, tea, sugar 
beet, konnyaku potato, rape seed, rush, hops, sesame seeds, 
peppermint, pyrethrum, lavender, medicinal crops and others. 

Note: The category of "Other crops" refers to any crops that do not 
�t into any of the categories in the above questions, speci�cally 
rice, grains & cereals, potatoes, pulses, industrial crops, 
vegetables, �owers and ornamental trees. Examples include 
seeds and saplings for growing fruits, vegetables and forest 
trees, feed crops, pasture grass and other such items produced 
to be sold.

Open �eld (ha)    a Facilities (a)     m2

Vegetables 431 432

Flowers 481 482

Ornamental 
trees

483 488

Other crops 489 490

Open �eld (ha)    a Facilities (a)     m2

Fruits 521 522

Sugarcane 418 1 Sugar beet 421 1

Tobacco 419 1 Konnyaku potato 422 1

Tea 420 1 Other industrial 
products

423 1

Onshu tangerines 523 1 Loquat 531 1

Other citrus fruits 524 1 Persimmon 532 1

Apples 525 1 Chestnut 533 1

Grapes 52+ 1 Apricot 534 1

Japanese pears 527 1 Plum 535 1

Pears 528 1 Kiwi fruits 536 1

Peaches 529 1 Pineapple 537 1

Cherries 530 1 Other fruits 538 1

Cut �owers 483 1 Potted �owers 485 1

Bulbous �ower 484 1
Flower bed 
seedlings

486 1

Tomato 433 1 Cauli�ower 453 1

Eggplant 434 1 Burdock 454 1

Green pepper 435 1 Komatsuna leaf 455 1

Cucumber 436 1 String beans 456 1

Cabbage 437 1 Field peas 457 1

Chinese cabbage 438 1 Crown daisy 458 1

Lettuce 439 1 Ginger 459 1

Spinach 440 1 Sweet corn 460 1

Leeks 441 1 Celery 461 1

Onions 442 1 Broad bean 462 1

Daikon radish 443 1
Chingensai (spinach-

like vegetable 
originating in China)

463 1

Carrots 444 1 Leek 464 1

Taro 445 1 Garlic 465 1

Strawberries 446 1 Butterbur 466 1

Watermelon 447 1 Broccoli 467 1

Melon 448 1 Potherb mustard 468 1

Asparagus 449 1 Honewort 469 1

Green soybeans 450 1 Yam 470 1

Turnip 451 1 Lotus root 471 1

Pumpkin 452 1 Other vegetables 472 1

(2) Vegetables

(4) Fruits

(3) Flowers



4. Livestock Raised for Sale

5. Have you engaged in any other agricultural 
management other than those specified in [6] 1~4 
such as raising cultured mushrooms, breeding 
horses, sheep, goats or other animals, raising 
silkworms or bees, etc. to be sold. 

(1) Write the number of dairy cows being raised for 
sale (raised for their milk).

(3) Write the number of pigs raised for sale. 

(4) Write the number of chickens raised to produce 
eggs for sale (including nestlings).

(5) Write the number of broilers shipped over the 
past year. 

(2) Write the number of beef cattle bred for sale.

Entrusted

By 
entrusted 

task

Raising seedlings 731 1

Plowing & irrigating 732 1

Rice planting 733 1

Pest control 734 1

Mowing & threshing 735 1

Drying & preparation 736 1

 All of the above 737 1

Sugarcane cultivating 738 1

Farming other than the above 739 1

No 131 1

Yes

Reduced usage of chemical fertilizers 132 1

Reduced use of agricultural chemicals 133 1

Used compost in soil preparation 134 1

No 141 1

Yes

Agricultural product processing 142 1

Rental farms, "Experience farm" 143 1

Tourist farms 144 1

Guest inns 145 1

Farm restaurants 146 1

 Overseas export 147 1

Others 148 1

Notice

Notice

 

 

Heads

Older than 2 years (24 months) 572

Younger than 2 years (24 
months)

573

Heads

Breeding sows 583

Pigs being fattened 584

Chickens

Layers 585

Chickens

Broilers 586

Heads

Beef cattle such 
as Japanese 
beef cattle

Breeding cows 575

Cattle being 
fattened

576

Calves to be 
sold

577

Japanese beef 
cattle and 
dairy cattle 
crossbreed

Cattle being 
fattened

578

Calves to be 
sold

579

Dairy cattle 
bred for beef

Cattle being 
fattened

580

Calves to be 
sold

581

587

Yes 1

No 2

[7] Entrusted Agricultural Work

[8]  Characteristics of Agricultural 
Management

1. Did you produce any crops (for sale) in a manner 
that reduced burdens placed on the environment 
as compared to norms for your region? Draw a 
circle for all of the options below that apply. 

2. Did you conduct side-businesses related to 
agricultural production? Draw a circle for all of 
the options below that apply.

Note: Answer "No" if al l raw materials are purchased from 
somewhere else. 

• "Farm management trust" to others is involve in the renting 
of cultivated land and it is not included in the above.

• "Farming other than the above" refers to accepting 
entrusted agricultural management for crops other 
than rice and sugar cane, as well as livestock 
operations. (Includes cases in which only a portion of 
operations are entrusted, as well as when all 
operations are entrusted.)

• Include livestock involved in joint grazing and 
livestock entrusted to outside parties.

• Do not include the management of livestock breeding 
entrusted to you by a company or other party 
(animals, feed etc. are provided by the company 
entrusting you with the operations and you only 
manage the raising of the animals).

    Draw a circle the appropriate answers regarding 
entrusted agricultural work you requested to others 
over the past year.  

Paddy rice
cultivating



The following section is to be filled out by those 
who answered they had sales in [9] 1.

If more than 500,000,000 yen, 
write the amount in the box below.

[9] Sales of Agricultural Product

2. Draw circles in the corresponding boxes to rank 
the top three agricultural product sectors in 
terms of sales over the past year. Also write the 
percentage of overall sales for these items.

3. Draw circles in the appropriate boxes below 
to indicate all of the recipients of your farm 
produce shipments over the past year, as well as 
the largest recipient. 

601

No sales 01

Less than 150,000 yen 02

Between 150,000 and 500,000 yen 03

Between 500,000 and 1,000,000 yen 04

Between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 yen 05

Between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 yen 06

Between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 yen 07

Between 5,000,000 and 7,000,000 yen 08

Between 7,000,000 and 10,000,000 yen 09

Between 10,000,000 and 15,000,000 yen 10

Between 15,000,000 and 20,000,000 yen 11

Between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 yen 12

Between 30,000,000 and 50,000,000 yen 13

Between 50,000,000 and 100,000,000 yen 14

Between 100,000,000 and 300,000,000 yen 15

Between 300,000,000 and 
500,000,000 yen

16

More than 500,000,000 yen 17

Notice

 

 

 

 

602 hundred million 

1st 2nd 3rd %

Paddy rice / upland rice 603 1 2 3

Wheat 604 1 2 3

Miscellaneous cereals, potatoes 
and pulses

605 1 2 3

Industrial crops 606 1 2 3

Open �eld vegetables 607 1 2 3

Protected vegetables 608 1 2 3

Fruits & nuts 609 1 2 3

Flowers & ornamental trees 610 1 2 3

Other crops 611 1 2 3

Dairy 612 1 2 3

Beef cattle 613 1 2 3

Pig 614 1 2 3

Chicken 615 1 2 3

Sericulture 616 1 2 3

Other livestock 617 1 2 3

Note: The total for the three percentages may be less than 100% 
in cases where four or more of the above sectors are being 
managed. Other crops includes cultivated mashroom. Local 
chicken and beekeeping is included in other livestock.

Note: Here the term "direct sales" refers to cases in which farm / 
livestock products that you produced and processed products 
are sold directly by you to stores and consumers. This includes 
sales contracts in which you agree to ship products directly to 
the consumer. 

Recipient

Agricultural cooperative 621 1
Collecting / shipping organization 

other than an agricultural 
cooperative

622 1

Wholesaler 623 1

Retailer 624 1
Food manufacturer / restaurant 

industry
625 1

Direct sales to consumers 626 1

Direst sales via the Internet 627 1

Others 628 1

421
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nt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Here "sales amount" refers to the amount of 
sales before making deductions for such expenses 
as fertilizer, agricultural chemicals and feed. The 
estimated amount of farm products produced for 
your own consumption is not included.

<The following items are included in the sales amount.>
• Estimated value of your agriculture and livestock 

products which are used for your processed 
(manufactured) products, as well as provided to farm 
inns and restaurants.

• Entrance fees for tourist farms that you operate (only 
in the case where the entrance fee allows for the 
harvesting of a certain amount of produce by the 
visitor.)

• Sales amount for items harvested two years ago and 
then sold from storage over the past year.

• Estimated amount of sales when a sales contract has 
been concluded but full payment has not been 
received.

1. What was the total sales amount (sales) of 
agricultural product for the past year (including 
sales of livestock, silk cocoons, cultured mush-
rooms and  beekeeping products)? Draw a circle 
in the box corresponding to the most appropriate 
answer. 



The following section is to be filled out by those 
who answered they had sales in [10] 1.

If more than 500,000,000 yen, 
write the amount in the box below.

[10] Entrusted Farm Work

 

2. Write the area for entrusted rice paddy work 
accepted from another party over the past year. 

3. Write the area for entrusted sugar cane work 
accepted from another party over the past year.

4. Draw circles corresponding to any other 
entrusted agricultural work you accepted over 
the past year. 

726

No sales 01

Less than 150,000 yen 02

Between 150,000 and 500,000 yen 03

Between 500,000 and 1,000,000 yen 04

Between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 yen 05

Between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 yen 06

Between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 yen 07

Between 5,000,000 and 7,000,000 yen 08

Between 7,000,000 and 10,000,000 yen 09

Between 10,000,000 and 15,000,000 yen 10

Between 15,000,000 and 20,000,000 yen 11

Between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 yen 12

Between 30,000,000 and 50,000,000 yen 13

Between 50,000,000 and 100,000,000 yen 14

Between 100,000,000 and 300,000,000 yen 15

Between 300,000,000 and 
500,000,000 yen

16

More than 500,000,000 yen 17

Notice

727 hundred million 

Accepted 
Work

Wheat cultivation 714 1

Soybean cultivation 715 1

Vegetable cultivation 716 1

Fruit cultivation 717 1

Feed crop cultivation 718 1

Industrial crop (excluding sugar cane) 
cultivation

719 1

Other crops 720 1

Livestock breeding 721 1

Dairy farm helper 722 1

Entrusted Area (ha)        a

Ty
p

e 
of
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o
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Raising seedlings 701

Plowing & irrigating 702

Rice planting 703

Pest control 704

Mowing & threshing 705

Drying & preparation 706

All of the above 707

Entrusted Area (ha)        a
Ty

p
e 

of
 E

nt
ru

st
ed

 W
o

rk
Plowing and soil 

preparation
708

Planting 709

Tillage and ridging 710

Pest control 711

Harvesting 712

All of the above 713

• "Farm management trust" from others involve in the 
renting of cultivated land and it is not included in the 
above.

• "Industrial crops (excluding sugarcane) refers to 
accepting entrusted farm work for industrial crops 
such as tobacco, tea, sugar beet, konnyaku potato, 
rape seed, rush, hops, sesame seeds, peppermint, 
pyrethrum, lavender, medicinal crops and others.

• "Other crops" refers to accepting entrusted farm 
work involving crops other than paddy rice, wheat, 
soybean, industrial crops (including sugarcane), 
vegetables, fruits, nuts, and feed crops.

• Write the actual area for "area of entrusted farm 
work".

1. Draw a circle in the box corresponding to the 
amount of income you received over the past 
year for accepting entrusted farm work, from 
others.



[11] Prefecture-specific Items

Please write the corresponding items.

Unit: (    ) 

801

Unit: (    ) 

802

Unit: (    ) 

803

Unit: (    ) 

804

Unit: (    ) 

805

Notice

[12] Forestry Labor Force

1. Among household members, people in charge 
of management, officers and shared owners of 
forests, write the number of those engaged in 
forestry work over the past year for each of the 
"number of days" options. 

2. Write the total number of regular employees 
for forestry management over the past year 
(employees with a contract in advance to 
work at least seven months during the year) 
and the number of days engaged in forestry 
management.

3. Write the total number of temporary employees 
on forestry management over the past year such 
as day- and seasonal-laborers (including helpers) 
and the number of days engaged in forestry 
management.

4. Write the number of employees, both regular 
and temporary, who were engaged in forestry 
management for 150 or more days 

 over the past year. 

Male Female

1 to 29 days 923 924

30 to 59 days 925 926

60 to 99 days 927 928

100 to 149 days 929 930

150 to 199 days 931 932

200 to 249 days 933 934

250 or more days 935 936

Total

No. of 
Employees 

people

Total No. of Days 
Worked

Male 943 944

Female 945 946

No. of 
Employees 

people

Total No. of Days 
Worked

Male 953 954

Female 955 956

People

Total 953

• This section should be filled out not only by forest 
owners' cooperatives, companies and other corporate 
bodies, but also any households that manage forest 
operations.

• Write the total number of days worked with one day 
equivalent to 8 hours of work (refer to the Notice on 
page 3 for further details).



Notice

 

 

 

[13] Forestry Work 

[15] Sales of Forestry Products

[14] Production of Raw Materials

1. Draw a circle in boxes corresponding to each 
of the appropriate items regarding forestry 
operations over the past five years within the 
forest land that you own (based on Question [4] 4). 

1. What was the total forestry products sales 
amount (sales) for the past year? Draw a circle in 
the box corresponding to the most appropriate 
answer.

1. Write the amount of raw materials produced over 
the past year from trees you cut in the forest land 
that you own (based on Question [4] 4).  

2. Write the amount of raw materials produced over 
the past year through entrusted operations and/
or the purchase of standing trees (include wood 
from thinning operations used for raw materials). 

2. Write the area of actual operations over the past 
year in the forest land that you own (based on 
Question [4] 4). 

Tree planting 911 1

Clearing underbrush 912 1

Thinning
Cut and dispose 913 1

Cut and utilize 914 1

Final cutting 915 1

(ha) a

Tree planting 916

Clearing underbrush 917

Thinning
Cut and dispose 918

Cut and utilize 919

Final cutting 920

m2

Raw materials amount 971

m2

Raw material production amount 972

From purchased standing trees 973

If more than 500,000,000 yen, 
write the amount in the box below.

965

No sales 01

Less than 150,000 yen 02

Between 150,000 and 500,000 yen 03

Between 500,000 and 1,000,000 yen 04

Between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 yen 05

Between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 yen 06

Between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 yen 07

Between 5,000,000 and 7,000,000 yen 08

Between 7,000,000 and 10,000,000 yen 09

Between 10,000,000 and 15,000,000 yen 10

Between 15,000,000 and 20,000,000 yen 11

Between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 yen 12

Between 30,000,000 and 50,000,000 yen 13

Between 50,000,000 and 100,000,000 yen 14

Between 100,000,000 and 300,000,000 yen 15

Between 300,000,000 and 
500,000,000 yen

16

More than 500,000,000 yen 17

966 hundred million 

2. Draw circles in boxes corresponding to forestry 
products sold over the past year. 

The following section is to be filled out by those 
who answered they had sales in [15] 1.

Note: The term "special forest products" includes such items as 
�rewood and charcoal, as well as mountain vegetables and 
bamboo shots collected in the forest. However, it does not 
include cultured mushrooms and forestry saplings. 

    Also, this does not include cases in which the raw materials 
produced and sold came from standing trees purchased from 
another party.  

Lumber
Standing trees 961 1

Raw materials 962 1

Pulpwood for chips 963 1

Special forest products 964 1

• Forestry work includes work by employees and 
entrusted work.

• The term "clearing underbrush" includes pruning, 
vine cutting, culling, removing fallen trees and other 
such work.

• For the "actual work area", refer to the example 
provided below and write the area for each item.

<Example>

 Even when the clearing of underbrush is performed 
twice for the same 1 ha of land, do not write 2 ha (still 
write only 1 ha).



[16] Entrusted Forestry Work

1. Draw a circle in the box corresponding to the 
amount of income you received over the past 
year for accepting entrusted forestry work.

If more than 500,000,000 yen, 
write the amount in the box below.

987

No sales 01

Less than 150,000 yen 02

Between 150,000 and 500,000 yen 03

Between 500,000 and 1,000,000 yen 04

Between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 yen 05

Between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 yen 06

Between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 yen 07

Between 5,000,000 and 7,000,000 yen 08

Between 7,000,000 and 10,000,000 yen 09

Between 10,000,000 and 15,000,000 yen 10

Between 15,000,000 and 20,000,000 yen 11

Between 20,000,000 and 30,000,000 yen 12

Between 30,000,000 and 50,000,000 yen 13

Between 50,000,000 and 100,000,000 yen 14

Between 100,000,000 and 300,000,000 yen 15

Between 300,000,000 and 
500,000,000 yen

16

More than 500,000,000 yen 17

988 hundred million 

Note: Income from accepting entrusted production of raw 
materials from standing trees is the difference between the 
raw materials sales amount and the standing trees purchasing 
amount. 

2. Write the area for entrusted forestry work 
accepted from another party over the past year. 

The following section is to be filled out by those 
who answered they had sales in [16] 1. 

Note: Write the area of entrusted forestry work, excluding the area 
of any work that is then entrusted by you to yet another party.   

(ha) a

Tree planting 981

 Clearing underbrush 982

Thinning

Cut and 
dispose

983

Cut and 
utilize

984

Final 
cutting

Entrusted 985

Standing 
tree 

purchases
986

Thank you very much for  
your cooperation.  



Unit

Hokkaido complexes

Aomori sprayers

Iwate binders

Miyagi 10,000 yen

Akita chickens

Yamagata What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Cherries (ha)      a

Fukushima t

Ibaragi (ha)      a

Tochigi (ha)      a

Gunma Over the past year what was the total planting (cultivation) area for the following item to be sold ? Cabbage (ha)      a

Saitama 10,000 yen

Chiba people

Tokyo 10,000 yen

Kanagawa 10,000 yen

Niigata What was the total shipping amount for the following item over the past year? Tulips (cut) flowers

Toyama (ha)      a

Ishikawa years

Fukui -

Yamanashi What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Peaches (ha)      a

Nagano 10,000 yen

Gifu 1,000 yen

Shizuoka Write the cultivation areas for sales for the following item. Tea (ha)      a

Aichi Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following item grown to be sold? Cabbage (ha)      a

Mie (ha)      a

Shiga kg

Kyoto -

Osaka 1,000 yen

Hyogo (ha)      a

Nara 1,000 yen

Wakayama What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Onshu  tangerine (ha)      a

Tottori saplings

Shimane (ha)      a

Okayama (ha)      a

Hiroshima -

Yamaguchi (a)     ㎡

Tokushima What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Sudachi  (citrus) (ha)      a

Kagawa (ha)      a

Ehime -

Kochi PCs

Fukuoka (a)     ㎡

Saga (ha)      a

Nagasaki
How much of the rice paddies, upland fields or land under permanent crops that you own is under the name
of a deceased party? Furthermore, how much of that land has been abandoned?

Area under name of deceased party (ha)      a

Kumamoto mats

Oita (ha)      a

Miyazaki PCs

Kagoshima (ha)      a

Okinawa Over the past year what was the cultivation area for the following item grown to be sold? Protected green papaya cultivation (ha)      a

Over the past year what was the cultivation area for sugar cane used as a processing raw material (excluding use as a material for distilled
spirits and starch)?

Regarding approaches to sustainable agriculture (environmentally friendly farming), what was the area designated over the past year for
organic farming without the use of farm chemicals and chemical fertilizers?

Write the amount of term leased land over the past year from among land used for cultivating grain for sales.

How many tatami  mats did you produce over the past year?

How many PCs do you own that are used for farm management?

Over the next five years do you intend to continue your current farm management or expand the scale of your operations? Draw a circle around
[1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the cultivation area for cut flower grown to be sold?

How many PCs do you use for farm management?

What is the area of paddy fields, land under permanent crops and upland fields (including those used exclusively for grazing) that you would be
willing to rent to others?

Over the past year what was the cultivation area for lettuce grown to be sold?

Are you participating in measures to improve the preservation of farm land, water and environments? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the sales amount of farm produce and processed products that you produced and sold on your own or through farm stalls?

Write the paddy field area that you want to rent to others in the future.

Over the past year what was the total area used to cultivate black soy beans to be sold?

Over the past year how much rice was sold directly to consumers?

Over the past year did you engage in organic farming (cultivation without farm chemicals or chemical fertilizers) for sale? Draw a circle around
[1] if the answer is YES.

Write the amount of direct farm produce sales through farm stalls and morning markets over the past year.

Among your cultivated paddy fields under management, what portion over the past year was used exclusively for feed crops?

Over the past year what as the sales amount of produce shipped outside of the market (farm stalls, mail order, etc.)?

Write the amount of flower bed saplings shipped over the past year.

How much of the [Abandoned paddy fields] in Question [4] 1 do you want to rent to others?

How many riding-type speed sprayers do you own?

Over the past year what was the sales total for agricultural, livestock and processed products you produced and sold directly
to stores and consumers?

Over the past year what was the sales amount for farm produce and processed goods sold at morning markets and other direct sales outlets?

Write the rice paddy field area you would be willing to rent to others in the future.

What was the amount of sales over the past year for agricultural and livestock products delivered to the market?

For produce sales in Question [9], what amount was sold directly to stores and consumers over the past year?

Over the past year what was the cultivation area for rice paddy seeds to be sold?

How many more years do you think you can continue managing paddy field cultivation?

Do you participate in maintenance / management activities conducted by rural communities and land improvement districts? Draw a circle
around [1] if the answer is YES.

List of Prefecture-specific Items in the Agricultural and Forestry Management Entity Questionnaire for the 2010
World Census of Agriculture and Forestry

Questionnaire Items
Cultivated land under management is divided among how many housing complexes? Write the number of housing
complexes.

Write the number of workers newly hired over the past five years (engaged in farming for at least 150 days/year).

[11] Prefecture-specific Items 801

How many binders do you own?

What was the amount of farm produce sales (including processed goods) through farm stalls (direct sales) over the past year?

How many hinai  chickens were shipped over the past year?

What was the area of paddy fields using compost over the past year?

How much compost did you introduce over the past year?



Unit

Hokkaido km

Aomori (ha)      a

Iwate students

Miyagi 10,000 yen

Akita (ha)      a

Yamagata What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Apples (ha)      a

Fukushima (ha)      a

Ibaragi (ha)      a

Tochigi (ha)      a

Gunma Over the past year what was the total planting (cultivation) area for the following item grown to be sold? Spinach (ha)      a

Saitama (ha)      a

Chiba people

Tokyo 10,000 yen

Kanagawa 10,000 yen

Niigata What was the total shipping amount for the following item over the past year? Tulips（bulbs) bulbs

Toyama (ha)      a

Ishikawa (ha)      a

Fukui times

Yamanashi What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Japanese plums (ha)      a

Nagano -

Gifu (ha)      a

Shizuoka Over the past year what was the total cultivation area for the following item grown to be sold? Onshu  tangerines (ha)      a

Aichi Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following item grown to be sold? Chrysanthemums (ha)      a

Mie (ha)      a

Shiga (ha)      a

Kyoto How much of the following pulse item harvested over the past year was consumed by your own family? Adzuki  beans kg

Osaka -

Hyogo How many of the following farming machines do you own? Running-type pest control machine machines

Nara items

Wakayama What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Ume (apricots) (ha)      a

Tottori Over the past year what was the total planting area for  the following item grown to be sold? Stock (ha)      a

Shimane (ha)      a

Okayama What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Peaches (ha)      a

Hiroshima -

Yamaguchi yen

Tokushima What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Yuzu  (citrus) (ha)      a

Kagawa t

Ehime -

Kochi (ha)      a

Fukuoka (a)     ㎡

Saga (ha)      a

Nagasaki
How much of the rice paddies, upland fields or land under permanent crops that you own is under the name
of a deceased party? Furthermore, how much of that land has been abandoned?

Area of abandoned land (ha)      a

Kumamoto (ha)      a

Oita (ha)      a

Miyazaki (a)     ㎡

Kagoshima (ha)      a

Okinawa Over the past year what was the total cultivation area for  the following item grown to be sold?
Open field green papaya
cultivation

(ha)      a

List of Prefecture-specific Items in the Agricultural and Forestry Management Entity Questionnaire for the 2010 World
Census of Agriculture and Forestry

By how much do you want to expand your paddy fields, land under permanent crops or upland fields (including those used exclusively for
grazing), either by renting or purchasing?

What is the area of weather-resistance, in-door (green house, etc.) cultivation?

Write the area used over the past year to cultivate Japanese daikon  radish for use as a processing raw material.

Regarding approaches to sustainable agriculture (environmentally friendly farming), what was the farm produce cultivation area over the past
year for which the usage of farm chemicals was reduced by half the normal amount in your region?

Write the area of previously abandoned farm land for which cultivation was restarted during the past five years.

Over the past year what area of your rice paddies was used for producing "non-staple food rice"?

Over the past year how much in fruits and vegetables did you ship to morning markets and other such direct sales outlets?

Write the amount of onshu  tangerines harvested over the past year to be sold.

Are you participating in measures to improve the preservation of farmland, water and environments, as well as direct payment systems for
mountainous areas? Draw a circle around [1] if you are participating in both.

Over the past year what was the planting (cultivation) area used for organic farming (cultivation without the use of farm chemicals or chemical
fertilizers)?

Write the area for cultivating tea to be sold.

Do you have a successor for farm maintenance and management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Write the number of farm produce items you provided over the past year for use in school lunches.

Write the area for cultivating tea to be sold.

Over the next five years do you plan to reduce the scale of your current agricultural operations? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

What was the amount of sales over the past year for agricultural and livestock products provided outside of the market (direct sales, others)?

For produce sales in Question [9], what amount was through consigned production?

Among the abandoned cultivated fields, what is the area being used for grazing?

What is the size of paddy field cultivation you hope to have in five years?

Among the farm land you own, what is the area of farm land (rice paddies, upland fields, land under permanent crops) that you would be willing to
rent to others?

By how much would you like to expand your paddy rice operations through renting land from others?

Over the past year how many times did you participate in maintenance / management activities conducted by rural communities and land
improvement districts?

Over the past five years have you made new hires involving people outside of the agricultural industry? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is
YES.

What was the JAS-certified organic paddy rice cultivation area over the past year?

Over the past year what was the cultivation area for peaches grown to be sold?

How much of the [Abandoned land under permanent crops] in Question [4] 2 do you want to rent to others?

What was the rice paddy area used for rice straw over the past year?

What was the total area of crops planted for feed (including soiling rice, feed rice, others) over the past year?

Write the number of farm workers newly hired over the past five years who are currently younger than 40.

What was your export value of livestock products (including processed products) over the past year?

[11] Prefecture-specific Items 802

Write the distance from the house (or office in the case of a company) to the field that is the farthest away.

Over the past year what was the area of rice straw you harvested on behalf of another party?

How many foreign students / trainees have you accepted for the purpose of learning agricultural skills?

Questionnaire Items



Unit

Hokkaido (ha)      a

Aomori (ha)      a

Iwate 10,000 yen

Miyagi people

Akita (ha)      a

Yamagata What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Grapes (ha)      a

Fukushima 10,000 yen

Ibaragi (ha)      a

Tochigi (ha)      a

Gunma Over the past year what was the total planting (cultivation) area for the following item grown to be sold? Cucumbers (ha)      a

Saitama (ha)      a

Chiba t

Tokyo (ha)      a

Kanagawa -

Niigata What was the total shipping amount for the following item over the past year? Strawberries (t)     kg

Toyama (ha)      a

Ishikawa -

Fukui (ha)      a

Yamanashi What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Grapes (ha)      a

Nagano (ha)      a

Gifu kg

Shizuoka Over the past year what was the total planting area for  the following item grown to be sold? Melons (ha)      a

Aichi What as the cultivation area for "onshu tangerines" grown to be sold? Onshu  tangerines (ha)      a

Mie (ha)      a

Shiga (ha)      a

Kyoto How much of the following pulse item harvested over the past year was consumed by your own family? Black soy beans kg

Osaka -

Hyogo How many of the following farming machines do you own? Riding-type speed sprayer sprayers

Nara t

Wakayama What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Kaki  (persimmons) (ha)      a

Tottori Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following item grown to be sold? Broccoli (ha)      a

Shimane 10,000 yen

Okayama What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Grapes (ha)      a

Hiroshima -

Yamaguchi (ha)      a

Tokushima Over the past year what was the planting area for the following vegetable grown to be sold? Rape blossoms (ha)      a

Kagawa What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Kiwi (ha)      a

Ehime (ha)      a

Kochi (ha)      a

Fukuoka (a)     ㎡

Saga kg

Nagasaki (ha)      a

Kumamoto -

Oita 10,000 yen

Miyazaki (a)     ㎡

Kagoshima (ha)      a

Okinawa Over the past year what was the total cultivation area for  the following item grown to be sold? Protected mango cultivation (ha)      a

List of Prefecture-specific Items in the Agriculture and Forestry Management Entity Questionnaire for the 2010 World
Census of Agriculture and Forestry

Over the past year what was the sales amount of farm produce and processed items through "individual sales" and "delivery to direct sales outlets"?

Over the past year what was the area of in-door (green house, etc.) cultivation using heat from alternative energy sources?

Write the area used over the past year to cultivate produce other than sugar cane and Japanese daikon  radish for use as a processing raw
material.

Questionnaire Items

Regarding approaches to sustainable agriculture (environmentally friendly farming), over the past year what was the area for farm produce
cultivation using less than half the amount of chemical fertilizer common in your region?

How much of the rice produced over the past year was for your own consumption (including rice grown by relatives)?

What area of rice cultivation over the past year was rice straw to be sold, transferred or used yourself for livestock?

Do you keep a production history for the top farm product in terms of sales from Question [9] 2? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the next five years do you plan to entrust your farm management to some one else (such as a successor or community agricultural
management organization)? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

If you reduce or stop paddy field cultivation in the future, would you rent the unused sections of the fields? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer
is YES.

What is the area of farm land with set user rights?

Among the paddy fields you own, how much do you want to rent to others?

Do you own farmland in an urbanization promotion zone? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

How much compost did you use over the past year?

What was the tea sales amount over the past year?

What is the area of paddy fields you are considering entrusting to others in the future?

Over the past year what was the area of organic vegetable planting / cultivation (cultivation without the use of farm chemicals and chemical
fertilizers)?

Among the crops grown on your fields over the past year, what was the total amount for grains (wheat, barley, rye) and soy beans.

Write the area of idle farmland.

What is the cultivation area for gentian (autumn bellflower) grown to be sold?

Write the amount of farming chemicals used for your cultivated land under management over the past year.

What amount of your sales for the last year was through contracted production?

What is the area of paddy fields, upland fields or land under permanent crops that you want to rent from others in order to expand your
agricultural operations?

Write the area of paddy fields used over the past year to grow straw rice for feed.

Over the next five years, how much farm land would you be willing to rent to other farms?

How much compost did you introduce over the past year?

Over the past five years how much farm land was sold in order to pay inheritance tax?

Do you keep a record of farming chemical usage? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the total cultivation area for bulb-type flowers grown to be sold?

Write the number of foreigners accepted over the past year to learn farming techniques who were engaged in farm work for 150 or more days.

What was your JAS-certified organic vegetable cultivation area over the past year?

[11] Prefecture-specific Items 803

Write the area (size) covered by sustainable agriculture approaches.

Over the past year what was the size of the area you sprayed with compost on behalf of another party?

Over the past year how much of your farm produce sales came from consigned production agreements?



Unit

Hokkaido tractors

Aomori (a)     ㎡

Iwate 10,000 yen

Miyagi 10,000 yen

Akita kg

Yamagata What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Pears (ha)      a

Fukushima workers

Ibaragi Write the number of vegetable transplanters and harvesters that you own. ① Vegetable transplanters transplanters

Tochigi (a)     ㎡

Gunma Over the past year what was the total planting (cultivation) area for the following items grown to be sold? Eggplants (ha)      a

Saitama (ha)      a

Chiba Over the past year what was the planting area of the following vegetable grown to be sold? Spring onions (ha)      a

Tokyo -

Kanagawa t

Niigata What was the volume of shipping over the past year for the following item? Asparagus (t)     kg

Toyama (ha)      a

Ishikawa -

Fukui years

Yamanashi What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Special distilling grapes (ha)      a

Nagano (ha)      a

Gifu kg

Shizuoka Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following item grown to be sold? Strawberries (ha)      a

Aichi quails

Mie 10,000 yen

Shiga people

Kyoto -

Osaka -

Hyogo How many of the following farming machines do you own? Manure spreader spreader

Nara (ha)      a

Wakayama What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Peaches (ha)      a

Tottori Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following item grown to be sold? Grass (ha)      a

Shimane (ha)      a

Okayama -

Hiroshima (ha)      a

Yamaguchi (ha)      a

Tokushima Over the past year what was the planting area for the following vegetable grown to be sold? Okra (ha)      a

Kagawa What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Onshu  tangerines (ha)      a

Ehime (ha)      a

Kochi kg

Fukuoka -

Saga yen/60kg

Nagasaki t

Kumamoto -

Oita -

Miyazaki t

Kagoshima -

Okinawa What was the cultivation area for the following item grown to be sold?
Open field cultivation of shikuwasha
citrus (ha)      a

What was the area in which grains (wheat, barley, rye) were grown over the past year as paddy field secondary crops?

How much rice did you sell on your own over the past year?

List of Prefecture-specific Items in the Agricultural and Forestry Management Entity Questionnaire for the 2010 World
Census of Agriculture and Forestry

How much compost did you use over the past year?

What was the size of the area sprayed with compost over the past year?

Write the area for cultivating Japanese pears to be sold.

Do you use PCs for farm management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the area for cultivating paddy fields using the "sparse planting" method?

-

Do you own farmland in a productive green area? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year have you made deliveries to farm produce direct sales facilities (manned or unmanned)? Draw a circle around [1] if the
answer is YES.

How many tractors were used during the past year?

Questionnaire Items

What is the lowest sales price for 60kg of brown rice (one bag) under which you could continue rice cultivation (answer assuming the yield is the
same as during an average year)?

Over the past year how much compost (barnyard manure) did you use?

Over the next five years do you want to incorporate your farm management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Do you currently participate (or want to participate) in a rural community. Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year, what was the amount of chemical fertilizer used for your cultivated land?

How many quails are being bred for the purpose of selling their eggs and meat?

Over the past year did you deliver farm produce to farm stalls? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

How much of the forest you own is entrusted to others for its management?

Over the past year what was the sales amount for farm produce sold directly to farm stalls and consumers?

How many people did you or your family hire for farm work over the past five years?

What was the planted area of Udo over the past year.

Over the next five years by how much do you want to expand your cultivation land, by buying or renting additional land?

Over the past year were volunteers, trainees, etc. accepted to work in the fields of agriculture or forestry? If YES, place a ○ in the [1] section.

Over the past year how much compost did you use?

Over the past year what was the total planting (cultivating) area for "potted flowers" and "flower bed saplings" grown to be sold?

If a rural community agricultural management organization were established, would you participate in joint rice paddy cultivation? Draw a circle
around [1] if the answer is YES.

For how many years have you operated a guest farm?

Write the area used for cultivating apples to be sold.

What was the shitake  mushroom bed production amount over the past year?

How many of your workers engaged in forestry management are covered by industrial accident insurance?
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Over the past year, what was the area of crop cultivation during the winter season using in-door (green house, etc.) facilities?

Over the past year what was the sales amount for farm produce and processed products you produced that where not sold on the market but
sold by you directly to stores and consumers?

Write the amount of sales for processed farm products over the past year.



Unit

Hokkaido (ha)      a

Aomori -

Iwate -

Miyagi 10,000 yen

Akita -

Yamagata What was the cultivation area for the following fruit grown to be sold? Peaches (ha)      a

Fukushima people

Ibaragi Write the number of vegetable transplanters and harvesters that you own. ② Vegetable harvesters harvesters

Tochigi (ha)      a

Gunma Over the past year what was the total planting (cultivation) area for the following crop grown to be sold? Konnyaku  potatoes (ha)      a

Saitama -

Chiba Over the past year what was the planting area for the following vegetable grown to be sold? Tomatoes (ha)      a

Tokyo -

Kanagawa (ha)      a

Niigata Over the past year what was the shipping amount for the following crop? Lilies (bulbs) bulbs

Toyama 10,000 yen

Ishikawa (ha)      a

Fukui people

Yamanashi (ha)      a

Nagano (t)     kg

Gifu t

Shizuoka Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following crop grown to be sold? Potted flowers (ha)      a

Aichi cochin

Mie times

Shiga people

Kyoto -

Osaka (ha)      a

Hyogo How many of the following farming machines do you own? Normal combine harvesters combines

Nara 1,000 yen

Wakayama 10,000 yen

Tottori Over the past year what was the total planting area for the following crop grown to be sold? Medicinal crops (ha)      a

Shimane 10,000 yen

Okayama -

Hiroshima (ha)      a

Yamaguchi -

Tokushima (ha)      a

Kagawa -

Ehime (ha)      a

Kochi (ha)      a

Fukuoka (ha)      a

Saga years

Nagasaki (ha)      a

Kumamoto -

Oita -

Miyazaki (a)     ㎡

Kagoshima (ha)      a

Okinawa kg

List of Prefecture-specific Items in the Agricultural and Forestry Management Entity Questionnaire for the 2010 World
Census of Agriculture and Forestry

Write the area of the forest you own in the municipality where you live.

What was the amount of sugar cane produced over the past year?

Questionnaire Items

What was the area in which compost or slurry were applied during the past year?

Over the past year what was the cultivation area not using synthetic farm chemicals and chemical fertilizers?

Over the next five years do you want to expand your cultivated land under management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Do you use the Internet for agricultural management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the area used to cultivate sugar cane for eating?

As for the artificial forests within the forest land you own, how much has not been managed for roughly more than 10 years?

What was the area of bamboo forest provided over the past year for the production of bamboo shoots?

For how many more years will your family be able to continue farm management?

Over the past year what was the cultivation area for "specially cultivated rice"?

Do you believe that financial support is needed for rural community joint activities in order to maintain these communities and preserve their
multilateral functions? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the planting (cultivation) area for orchids grown to be sold?

Do you use the Internet for agricultural management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

-

Over the past year what was the planting (cultivation) area for organic crops grown to be sold?

What was the total amount of agricultural produce sales at farm stalls over the past year?

What was the amount of sales for Japanese pears over the past year?

Over the past year how many people stayed overnight at your guest farmhouse?

What is the total amount of enokitake  and shimeji  mushrooms cultivated to be sold?

Over the past year how much compost did you introduce for your cultivated land under management?

How many Nagoya cochin are being bred for the purpose of selling their eggs and meat?

Among the number of new hires recorded for the previous question, how many were under the age of 40 when hired?

-

Over the past year what was the planting area for "sweet corn" grown to be sold?

Over the past year how many times did your family participate in rural community joint projects and meetings?

What is the total sales amount over one year for "processed farm produce" and "direct sales to consumers"?

Over the past year what was the area of paddy field harvesting (cutting, threshing) entrusted to others?

Do you use double-entry bookkeeping for your farm management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

What was the area for cultivating yuzu  (citrus) to be sold?

What is the total area of your owned farm land that you want to rent to others?

How much were expenses over the past year for producing materials?

Do you participate in community farming that satisfies the Farm Income Stabilization Program requirements? Draw a circle around [1] if the
answer is YES.

Over the past five years has there been anyone in your family who returned to farming after reaching the mandatory retirement age in another
profession? If YES, write the number of people.

Over the past year what was the area of paddy rice cultivation using underground water?

Over the past year were any fruits that you produced sold directly to stores and consumers? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.
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-

Do you use the Internet for agricultural management? Draw a circle around [1] if the answer is YES.

Over the past year what was the amount of sales of agricultural products to be used as processing materials?
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